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Abstract 

Ultrasonic measurement is one of the non-destructive techniques used to inspect defects in the rail 

body. Ultrasonic measurement is known inappropriate to inspect near-surface defects because of a 

challenge, called dead-zone. It is signal noise or ringing phenomenon located at near-field in front of 

the transducer when measuring a material. Due to this, there is difficulty in analysing any measurement 

signal at this zone, including signals from near-surface defects. In this study, the dead zone was 

eliminated by attaching wedge to shift the location of noise signals relative to the near-surface defect 

locations. First, a known-depth defect was measured by using phased array ultrasonic testing (PAUT) 

to calibrate the ultrasonic equipment and found the best signal gain to eliminate diffuse scattering from 

defects. Second, a cracked spot on railhead was inspected at the right and left direction of the spot. 

After the measurement, the inspected spot was sliced into 0.65 mm-thick pieces. From those pieces, 

the actual crack depth could be observed directly. Based on those sliced pieces, the ultrasonic 

measurement results were verified. From this study, PAUT delivered accurate measurement result of 

3.51-mm crack tip depth with an absolute error of 0.8% - 18%. This accurate result indicates that PAUT 

can be an alternative to inspect the near-surface crack in railhead.  
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1. Introduction 

Ultrasonic measurement has been used for measuring defect due to its ability to give an accurate result 

on sizing. In the railway industry, ultrasonic measurement is commercially used to inspect defects at 

rail body. However, the ultrasonic inspection hardly detects defects in the near-surface area because 

of the high signal noise (the dead zone) that exist in front of the transducer when measuring materials. 

The dead zone is caused by the ringing effect of the piezoelectric element and the transducer to steel 

transition or delay line to steel material. Due to this noise, it is difficult to analyse any measurement 

signal in this zone. 

 

Meanwhile, eddy current testing is a non-destructive technique that is used by rail inspectors worldwide 

to inspect near-surface defects. The rail inspectors monitor defects at rail surface to obtain information 

of the depth and number of cracks as references for deciding the thickness of the rail surface material 

to be removed through grinding. Many studies show that eddy current testing (ECT) can accurately 

estimate crack depth [1], [2], [3], [4]. However, in those studies, the measured cracks were artificial and 

manufactured congruently with the size and shape of calibrating defects. Thus, it is reasonable if the 

testing can provide highly accurate results. Nevertheless, the rail crack structure is arbitrary or 

incongruent with the size and shape of the calibrating defect, so crack depth measurement results via 

ECT are doubtfully accurate.  

 

There is no research of rail crack inspection by ECT result that thoroughly verifies the measurement 

accuracy by observing the full structure of the rail crack. In addition, ECT result verification by comparing 

the calibration result with the measurement result should be ineffective for rail-crack-depth 
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measurement. Since there are many rail crack parameters, such as crack depth, crack length, width of 

crack hollow, multiple cracks in the same spot but different depth levels, crack branches, width/area of 

the crack path, ECT frequency; that vary and affect the eddy-current signals differently. Regarding the 

rail RCF-caused cracks verification, mostly the cracks had been verified by slicing the cracked rail into 

one or a few planes, called serial cutting [3], [5], [6]. At those studies, the crack depth was measured 

using the visible cracks on the sliced side. This verification may be inaccurate since large parts of the 

crack structure were not disclosed by only a few slicings. 

 

Thus, an alternative rail inspection technique that can deliver more accurate crack depth and crack-

structure estimations should be developed. Further, the developed technique should be possible to be 

installed in the measuring train so that it can replace ECT. In this study, PAUT with a wedge attachment 

has been employed to inspect the surface cracks of a cracked rail, which was cut from the rail track, to 

evaluate the ability of PAUT as an alternative technique besides ECT. Measurement result has been 

verified by slicing the inspected spot into pieces with a thickness of 0.65 mm. With these pieces, the 

actual crack profiles of the scanned line of PAUT can be compared for evaluating the accuracy of PAUT 

result. 

 

2. Experimental Setup 

2.1 Inspected rail surface 

The inspected rail sample was cut from a tangent rail track that had been used for several years in 

Åkeshov, Sweden. This rail had numerous surface cracks that could be seen by eyes. One cracked 

square-shaped spot was inspected in this study, as shown in Figure 1. The area of the spot was 10 × 

15 mm. This spot was located close to the gauge corner of the railhead where the train-wheel–rail 

interaction occurred. 

 

The spot was selected without knowing the exact location of the whole crack path from the surface to 

the tip underneath. Hence, the inspection within this spot was conducted regardless of whether the 

whole cracks were scanned or not. 

 

  
         a.                                           b. 

Fig. 1: a. Lines that show the measurement positions and rail slicing; b. Close view of the 
square-shaped spot surface. 
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2.2 Measurement device and procedures 

The phased array probe Olympus 5L64 A12 (5 MHz) and the attached wedge Olympus SA12-N55S 

with dimensions 73 mm × 45 mm × 23 mm were used in this experiment to detect surface cracks. The 

5-MHz ultrasonic probe was selected because it is considered a relatively higher-frequency probe than 

the commonly used ultrasonic transducer for rail inspection, which is approximately 0.4–3 MHz [7]. A 

higher-frequency transducer generates a shorter wavelength and better signal separation but difficult 

signal interpretation [7]. 

 

Prior to this research, this device was used to inspect artificial surface cracks with a tip depth of 0.25–

2.5 mm [8]. The results showed that this device could detect near-surface defects. Thus, the same 

measurement setup was used in the current research. The research detail has been explained in 

another journal. 

 

The wedge was attached to the probe to provide a delay line and an inclined wave incident. The 

ultrasonic signal is transmitted and received based on the pulse-echo principle. For all measurements 

in this experiment, the shear wave was employed and generated in the sectorial mode. 

 

The cracked rail spot was scanned using a phased array ultrasonic transducer by longitudinally placing 

the probe on the surface. The probe was directed to the left and right of the spot to generate the best 

scanning results. Ultrasonic scanning performs best when it scans defects that are perpendicular to the 

direction of the incident shear wave, so scanning at two reverse directions produces one result that is 

better than another. In both directions, the probe was moved with a 1-mm step each to the longitudinal 

and lateral directions. Figure 1a shows the black line-marked scanning location of the spot. This location 

comprised 11 lateral and 16 longitudinal moving steps. Since the probe was held by hand, it could be 

unintentionally moved or tilted. Under this condition, to obtain the best scanning and result, the 

measurement was saved approximately 10 times at each step. Among the 10 measurements, the one 

with the strongest crack signals was selected for the analysis of the result. If more than one 

measurement has the same strength of signals, then the measurement with the closest crack signals 

to the surface was selected. 

 

3. Railhead slicing 

After the inspection mentioned in Section 2.2, the inspected spot of the rail was sliced into pieces in the 

lateral direction of the railhead to see crack marks at those pieces. Then, the marks from all pieces 

were reconstructed into a 3D image of the surface crack networks. These image reconstructions would 

be used to verify the accuracy of the PAUT results. 

 

The inspected spot was sliced into 10 thin pieces using an electrical discharge machining (EDM) cutting 

wire. White dash lines in Figure 1a show the slicing location. The thickness of the wire is 0.35 mm. 

Hence, 0.35-mm-thick rail materials for every slicing were supposed to vanish after slicing. Furthermore, 

the thickness of the rail piece is 0.65 mm. 

 

4. Result and discussion 

Since PAUT was directed in the longitudinal direction of the rail, the longitudinal cross-sectional view of 

the crack profile from the reconstructed crack image can be used to evaluate this inspection. However, 

since the coordinate point of the cracks was extracted from the rail pieces with 0.65-mm thickness, the 

crack tips might be located in the middle of the pieces. It also applied to the vanished 0.35-mm-thick 

rail material due to the cutting wire during slicing. Thus, the crack-tip depth and crack length 

measurements might be less accurate. Nevertheless, the information regarding the crack-tip depth and 

crack length from the reconstructed crack image would still be used as a reference for the PAUT result 
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evaluation.  

 

Figure 2 shows 3D reconstructed crack image in the inspected spot. In this paper, two samples of crack 

profiles is presented for PAUT evaluation. First profile is a crack that does not break the surface, which 

is located in longitudinal lines 1–7. Second profile is a crack that breaks the surface, which is located 

at the longitudinal lines 11–13. 

 

 
Figure 2: 3D image of the reconstructed cracks. 

 

 

Figure 3 shows the comparison of crack profiles detected by PAUT with the one that extracted from the 

reconstructed image in Figure 2. The first crack profile, depicted in Figure 3a and 3b, was extracted 

from the longitudinal line 7. Figure 3a presents that the crack was located under the surface but did not 

break the surface. This finding is conformable with the PAUT result in Figure 3b that there is no signal 

from the surface to the crack signal underneath. The lowest crack-tip depth at this profile was 3.51 mm. 

 

 

a.                                   b. 
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                        c.                                   d.                

Figure 3: a. A cross-sectional view at longitudinal line 7; b. PAUT result at longitudinal line 7; 
c. A cross-sectional view at longitudinal line 12; d. PAUT result at longitudinal line 12. 

 
Meanwhile, from the PAUT result, the crack tip signal was detected at 3.23–4.14 mm, which yields an 

absolute error range of 0.8%–18%. The depth estimation could not be conducted with only one exact 

depth value but a depth range due to diffuse scattering. As shown in the figure, the actual location of 

the tip was within this depth range. The horizontal crack length was 3.35 mm from the reconstructed 

image and 4.16 mm from PAUT (24% absolute error). PAUT could estimate the crack path with 

satisfactory accuracy. The crack signals form likely the same path as shown in the reconstructed image. 

 

Figure 3c shows the second crack profile from longitudinal line 12, and figure 3d shows its PAUT result. 

PAUT could detect the crack path well. The crack branch could also be seen in the PAUT result, as 

shown by the blue dash-circle in Figure 3d. The deepest crack tip from the reconstructed image was 

2.32 mm. From the PAUT result, the detected crack tip was found to be 3.14–4.08 mm. Thus, the 

measurement error was 35%–75%. The horizontal crack length was 6 mm from the reconstructed image 

and 5.73 mm from PAUT (4% absolute measurement error). Tables 1 and 2 list all of these data. 

 

Table 1: Comparison of crack-tip depths from the reconstructed image and PAUT results. 

Crack 

profiles 

Crack-tip depth (mm) Absolute errors 

(%) Reconstructed image PAUT 

1st 3.51 3.23–4.14 0.8–18 

2nd 2.32 3.14 –4.08 35–75 

 

Table 2. Comparison of horizontal crack lengths from the reconstructed image and PAUT 
results. 

 

Cracks 

profiles 

Horizontal length (mm) Absolute errors 

(%) Reconstructed image PAUT 

1st 3.35  4.16 24 

2nd 6.00 5.73 4.0 
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5. Conclusion 

The present study delivered the utilization of PAUT for inspecting surface cracks in the railhead. PAUT 

successfully detected the crack profile clearly and could determine the crack path from the broken 

surface to the tip underneath. No dead zone majorly disturbed the measurements, although it still 

existed in some measurements but with insignificant amount of appearances. PAUT could also 

accurately measure the tip depth of the surface crack, i.e. a 3.51-mm tip depth with high accuracy 

(0.8%–18%). Nevertheless, the accuracy was decreased when it measured shallower tip depths, i.e. 

the measurement error was 35%–75% for a 2.32-mm tip depth. For horizontal crack-length 

measurement, PAUT could deliver accurate results with errors of less than 24%. The accurate result of 

the tip depth sizing, horizontal crack length and crack path estimation can be a motivating reason for 

the rail inspector to use PAUT for rail inspection, which may be installed on the running train in the near 

future. For installation on the running train, challenges may happen when the signal acquisition during 

rail track inspection should deal with the train velocity. The probe may have a maximum velocity of 

movement (train velocity) during measurement to get a perfect signal acquisition. Then, an inspection 

wagon that can easily stop-and-go may be another alternative to utilize this inspection technique to 

perform a deep inspection in specific spots. A robotic arm can also be utilized to clamp the phased 

array probe. 
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